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It la a travesty of fact that th« educational 
Institutions admit student to various classes and assign 
courses of study to them without taking into account their 
potentialities. The teachers do not provide counsel either 
to the students or the parents about choosing the courses 
of study according to one's interest* aptitude* intellectual 
capacities and the vocational goal that one aspires to acA)ievev 
The same is true of parents. In their enthusiasm for securing 
a bright future for their off spring, they wnilaterally dhoose 
vocations for their children to achieve the target set by them* 
Both the home and coircnunity stiimilate the adolescaents but 
parents* consciously or unconsciously* pressurise their progeny 
rsnd instill their personal job choices among thera (Osipoti* 
1968}. 
Human beisigs are bom into the vorld as helpless* 
totally dependent individuals. The individual passes through 
various developmental stages and ultimately becomes capable 
to plan his future and take decisions independently. As a 
young person he has to choose courses of study and prepare for 
a future vocation. He has to face a hostile tiorld specially 
i«hen Jobs are scarce* prices are rising* inflation is rampant 
Bn6: the competition is intense. It is estimated that nearly 
one and a half c«ore educated people are unemployed. Akhtar 
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(1982) opln«8 that "it should be realised that preparing 
and finally entering into an occupation is an arduous process 
which requires long term planning and sustained and sincere 
efforts", 
Diffenmt jobs rcKjuire different type of tr^ining^ 
aptitude, intellectual development and personality character-
istics, choosimi a job should not be left to chance. Vocational 
guidance is the process of assisting the individual in choosing 
an occupation,preparing for it an progressing in it. It helps 
the individual in making a decision and building a planned 
career for the future. It is a process of raaxlmiaiing and 
utilizing the potentialities of an Individual (Akhtar, 1982)• 
I)ifferent experts have argued that host of factors 
influence our choice of a Job or vocation, Th^ lse factors are 
themselves influenced by the prevailing social, econotric, 
cultural and technological excigencies, 3uper and sachrach 
(1957) advocate thet culture and social systems more or less 
directly influence one's vocational choice, Lipsett (1962) 
too lends support to this thesis of social systwn. The role 
of culture cannot be undermined. Culture exerts influence 
in moulding one's personality by virtue of the ideas, conc^tioiui 
and beliefs which are brought to bear on hiaa through communal 
life. 
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Before Zn(31a attained independence* the choice of 
a vocation was liieited rather predetermined. Koywna (1931) 
rightly pointed out that in the Middle and Par East tfhere 
highly formalized and institutionalized cultures prevailed* 
there was hardly any possibility of vocational preference. 
Luckily for us tremendous ctianges have taken place on almost 
every front due to which new jo^s and new professions have 
been created. Added to this were the weakening bond of caste 
syste!?!, changes in family syst«B Joint to neuclear and 
ix>litical awakening not only impeded the highly forraaliaed 
and institutionalized cultures but opened new avenues of 
employment for people. 
But the process of decision-making is highly influenced 
by the group to which the indivl<Sual belongs (Center^ 1949| 
Sewell, Haller and Straus, 1957)• similarly* Hollingshed 
(1949)# Lipsett* iandix and Malm (1962) and many others argue 
that one's vocational choice is a reflection of their experience 
in the class and f«nily culture complexes. 
Young (1961) states that man does not live in 
isolation. Kellgi >us beliefs, attitudes* personality* and 
decisions are directly influenced by one's socio»cultural 
milieu. Drucker (1953) describes that environment not only 
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facilities in making the decisions or Qcala for the individual 
but also determine the ways and, manners of attaining them. 
-^  Apart from the culture* f^cily attnosphere plays an 
important role in shaping the vocational decision of the 
children C^^itaer, et.al# 1962; Otton 1962/ ^ rigq# 1959| 
Powell, 1960? Green and Parker, 1965; Friend and Haggard, 
1948; v'inaberg et.al, 1951j Super, 1953). 
It is amply clear that social system, culture and 
family atraoao -here comrmilatively influence our vocational 
preference. This contention la further relrjforc«»d when we 
analyse the theot«tleal fcrmulations of vocational decision 
making, 
•^ fioe (1956) prcSpounded a theory based on the concept 
of close relationship between an individuals* Interests and 
needs, and the relationship between the early life experiences 
and the development of these Interests and needs. Roe 
described needs en the lines of "K^JSIOW'S tl954) theory of 
Personality. She conceptualized the theory emphr;si?lnc 
parental attitudes tcward their children as the basis for 
entering a particular vocatljn. She contends that the parents 
create a particular psychological climate by the manner in 
mm ^ tm 
which th«y satisfy or frustrate the ««rly needs of th© child, 
AG a re suit, a basic direction cf. attention is developed, 
either towards persons, or towards non-persons. This in turn 
results in r^edictabl'? pattern;? of specific interests in th© 
adiilts in terms of the field to which he will apply hitftself. 
His vocation is one of these, "^ 
Roe's hypothesis t^ ere not supported by Grigg (1959), 
AXhtar, Pestonjee and Khatoon (1971) obtained contradictory 
firsdings and faile*? to/ endorse Hoe's hypothesis. vSlrdlarly, 
Hagen (1960) found ne illgible differences between the 
occupations of Har-ward graduates from different f^ailies, 
3wltzer*s (1962) finding was also more akin to Hagen*s and 
was at vjariance with Roe's ccntenplations, 
Hoe criticised liagen's C196C) finding on the ground 
that sswjple used tay hi'n consisted c-f 57% of the total sample 
group who came from a "overdemanding** atmosphere* The same 
happened in case of Grigg*s (1959) study who studied only women, 
while r.oe's hypothesis was 'c^ sically TOejmt for the tn«m« 
Sriankan (1965) assessed Roe's theory inore carefully 
but he found no systematic connection between early erviroranent 
mt^ orientation of cccur>atlonel choice. 
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Critical evaluation done by oth«ra l<?d ao« ®nd 
3i«gelman (1964) to modify her earlier theory. Roe's firat 
hypothesis that people with a high degree of human orient** 
tion are likely to be found in occupations demanding social 
interaction but he failed to support her second hypothesis. 
Another thought provoking theory of vocational choice 
was propounded by Ginzberg* Ginaburg* Axelard and Herma 
(1951), They consider occupational choice as an Irreversible 
process '-^ hich occurs during a certain development period. 
:i:;urlng ths>se periods the individual nalces a series of conipro-
mises between his desires and the possibilities of his 
achieving thetn. These periods are designated as Fantasy* 
Tentative and Realistic, ihey inferred four cAiaracteristies 
for vocational choice of an Individual during adolescence. 
These essential characteristics are reality testing* the 
developrrient of a suitable time perspective* the ability to 
defer gratiflcationa, and the ability to accept and iaiplemmit 
corapromises In their vocational plans. When some of these 
characteristics fail to adequately develop* a deviant vocational 
plan emerges. 
Another significant aspect of career development proce«« 
is the child's ability to identify with some suitable model 
at appropriate tirae. In this respect sioiilarities exist 
«» 8 <• 
between Parson's (1909) trait and factor theory and Ginsberg's 
propositions. During fantasy period, children play qames and 
Identify themselves with certain adults whom they hold in 
high esteem. Ginsberg considers this fantasy period as 
unrealistic stage at the enfi of which the child develops 
interest which is designated as tentative period* During this 
period the wiolescent talces decision tentatively and develops 
reality about himself and the Job requirements. The adolescent 
searches a suitable job on the basis of his interest, capacity 
and values, rhus his choice pertains tc the future, rather 
than the i^^nediate gratification of the present. 
Itiey further suggested that another important concept 
which occurs during carcjer development process are two basic 
personality typesi work-oriented and the pleasure-oriented. 
The former solve their problem of vocational d^ioice by making 
a compromise between his needs and realisty, whereas the 
later does not postpond the gratifications for «#ork and he is 
distracted from his vocational course. Ultimately, one group 
is usually :>a8sive or reactive. Thus, vocational approach is 
inf 1 .enced by these t%io variables (active and passive) • These 
two groups (active %#ork«oriented and passive work-oriented) 
behave differently during the various periods of career 
developtmmt. 
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Ginsberg*8 (1951) concept of vocational-decision waa 
tested by 0*Hara and Fiedman (1959). Both were Interested in 
studying the relationship betweoii aptittK3e« interest* social 
class and values in the Ginsberg's model and the developenent 
of a vocational self-ooncept by using different tests and 
Inventories, Their findings lend sui^ x>rt to Ginsberg's concept 
of vocational developmental process* 
Oslpov (1968) on the basis of his review* criticised 
Ginsberg's theory of vocational development. He winders how 
c^ insberg has propounded a comprehensive th^ eory without using 
adequate sa»iple» though adequate sample is necessary for 
generalizing the results. Moreover* he also emphasieed that 
while giving a theory of vocstional development* Ginsberg 
solely relied on interview data and thus his conceptualisation 
may be dubious. Also* Forer (1'553) doubts the concept of 
"conscious" choice propagated by the developmental theory. 
Fcrer argues that usually vocational choice is an unconscious 
process. 
Ginsberg in ^ is theory advocated that compromise is 
•n essential aspect of every choice. This contention was 
criticised by Super (1956). According to *uper* vocational 
choice does not involve compromise but is based on synthesis 
process. He criticised Ginsberg's conclusion that choice is a 
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continuous process and thus differentiation between choice 
and adjustment is overlooked. 
Having criticised Clnzberg# super propounded his own 
thoery in 1953, Super followed extensively Ginsberg's concept 
of vocational choice as Vaaed on developmental stages. He 
introduced the concept of vocational maturity to denote the 
individuals degree of development from the time of his early 
fantasy choices in childhood to his decision about retirement 
from work and eld age (Super* 1955)• As the individual matures 
vocationally, he passes through a series of life stages* each 
of which corresponds scww phase in the development of his self* 
concept (1957)• Super concluded that the individual is more or 
leas conscious of his vocational decision making depending %xp(m 
the stages of his developwient. In this way* both Super and 
Ginsberg ©mphasiaed vocational choice as a process which proceeds 
through different stages of development* 
Holland (1959) discussing the development of vocational 
choice emphasised that an individual selects an occupation in 
terms of his self-knowledge and occupational knowledge which 
vary in quantity and quality from one environment to another. 
He lays en^hasis on an individual's life history* defined aa a 
"partiojlar pattern of living*** akin to Adrelian sense of life 
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style. Th# individual's 'life history* should be traced to the 
various interactions such as with the parents* peers* instltu* 
tions etc** that he undertake 'S'lrlng his develojsnent. Extensive 
data was drawn to study the personal orientation related to 
faoiilial patterns* parental behaviour* beliefs* ambitions 
and goals about their children, 
i^ iolland (1962* 1966} empirically tested his theory and 
suggested modifications* Holland (1966) proposed six personal 
types and six corresponding occupational environments. Generally* 
these six personal types became style of life but iK>t vocational 
orientation* only one facet being vocational* fiolland (1966) 
himself pointed out several shortcomings of his theory liket 
testing procedure* data collitction and the applicability of 
the theory to sex differwnces* 
Schutz and ilocher (1961) studied certain essiunptions 
of Holland's (1959) theory and concluded* with some caution* 
that SViriOL Scores may be used to indicate the self-evaluation 
portion of the 'level hierarchy* in Holland's theory, stockin 
(1964) investigated the correlation between ii*s intelligence 
and self-evaluation and level of occupational choices* The 
result shows a systematic relationship between the predictions 
and the actual choices* Stockin (1964) further reports that 
the accuracy of predicting the level of choice is considerably 
i creased by adding self-evaluation to intellectual measures* 
The findings of Stockin (1964) and Schuts and Jlocher (1961) 
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regarding different aspects f the 'level hierarchy* lend 
partial support to riolland's forftsulationa, Also# Osipow* Aaby, 
ana ivall (1^66) partially supper ted Holland's theory. They 
found that the subjects express occupational preferences 
consistent with theii major personal orientations. 
The development of vocational choice based on liolland** 
theory has also been tested to determine its efficacy* Orandy 
and stahmann (1974) studied personality development U8in<} 
Holland's theory th«it "types produce types*** They concluded 
that relationships existed between the personality t^ rpes of 
fathers and sons* fathers and daughters* and mothers and 
daughters* but not between r^ Dthers rnd sons* Hie study supports 
Holland's hypothesis with exception; of the relationship of 
fDothers and sons* 
As regard the results of the above study, it can l>e 
said wltliout any reservation that the father being! the 
dominating personality in horf» influences the development of 
personality* choice of courses ands careers* iiecause of this 
influence the children* either male or female* copy their fathers* 
in a few cases fejrales copy their niothers but in no case except 
few exceptions* male children copy their mot)M>rs* 
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Recently Akhtar (1984) has applied systems approach 
to the study of guidance. He has delineated *Intentional* and 
•Un-intentlonal* inputs which interact with the potentialities 
of the student and ultimately lead to an output i.e. the 
achiev^ RTient of desired goals. This asertion is clear from the 
diagramatic representation given b«to»« I'rt Jx^is /, 2^  3 <£ 4-. 
Taking the help of Flow Graph Technique (i .c.T.) he 
has proposed a complicated experioMmtal design, umloubtly 
the interaction between parental influences CA) and situations), 
influences (8) have not been intensively studied as far as the 
choice of career is concerned. The efficacy of the model 
proposed by Akhtar (1984) is yet to be established and much 
concerted research is needed to test the model# but this much 
is certain that while studying occupational choices the 
unintentional inputs cannot l« neglected, 
^ Father's socio-economic status and their children's 
Job preferences have been Investigated by many Psychologists 
(Devldson, 1937; Anderson* 1965| Fryer, 1922; Krichner and 
Jenson# 1955)• Convincing evidence regarding the parental 
influence as detezmints of vocational choice of boys and girls 
have been provided (Lea and King; 1964; Hubhard, 1965; Anderson 
and 01 sen* 1965) • 
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Similarly, the relationship between father's occupation 
and their children's preferences for « Job have been reported 
(Porter, 1954; Krippner, 1963i Gunderson and Nelson, 1965| 
Clark, 1967), Children %#ho identify with their parents and 
sub-cultures develop preference for jobs valued by their parents 
(Mc Arthus, 1954/ Porter, 1954J. Segal (1961) tried to interpret 
such an influence in psychoanal>'tical terms. The individual 
would CO'forw to the wishes and values of his parents and 
adhere to the socially approved attitudes in order to maintain 
his self-esteeai and his feeling of being loved* The feeling 
of confortTiity, in such eases, may dominate the vocational 
choice* Moreover, he believes socialiaation to be an io^ortant 
process of evolving one's vocational choice* 
Rosenberg (1957) found that father's income was highly 
related to the kind of choices that children made about their 
future income and Jobs* Osipow (1968) contends that both the 
horae and corsminity stimulate th£ adolesc^its but parents, 
consciously or unconsciously, pressurise their progeny and 
instill their personal Job choices in them* 
ahakeela, Farsam and /vkhtar (1984) studied the relation^ip 
between father's occupation and children's Job preferences 
on samples drawn from India and Iran* The results of the study 
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show«d a cloae relationship between father's 8ocio-*economic 
status with their children's Job preferences^ and parents of 
both the countries influences the job preferences of their 
children. 
The relationship between parental education* occupation* 
socio»econoraic status and children's occupational aspirations 
have also been frequently studied (Baruch* 1974| Klemach and 
Edwards* 1973/ Auster and Auster* 1981; Duncan* 1965) and 
positive results have been reported. Also the relationship 
b'tween child-care and vocational preference has been deinonst* 
rated by Ayers (1978), 
In another study Ferrell (1979) tested the relationship 
of occupational preferences of ?lacJt and Vi/hite Junior and 
senior high school students in relation to socio-econcMtiic 
status and sex. The results obtained were interesting in the 
sense that the socio«econorlc status* in case of ilacHs* was 
not a determining factor with regard to occupational choice 
but In c^me of i/hltes* socio-econi^mlc status was found to be 
3 detertnininq factor of occupational choice. Sex differences 
were found to be insi<9nific3nt, 
KrumLx>ltz* Hitchell, and uones C1976) identified ttm 
interactions to genetic factors* environmental conditions* 
learning experiences* cognitive and eim^ tional experiences am 
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important factors so far as th# vocational ^eeision-^naking 
process Is concerned. They concluded that different eoiribinations 
of these factors inter«et overtime to produc<^  different 
decisions* 
'^ Recently, Faraam (1979) attempted to study the parental 
influence on occupational values and Job preferences of guldk 
ance and non-guidance school sturlents of Isfahan, The results 
confirmed that the value orientation of parents influences the 
Job preferences of children. Father's occupation and facf^ ily 
socio-economic status do influence thejob preferences of 
school children studying in guidance schools but not the children 
of non-guidance schools, 
very interesting en^irical article by Meisr.er (1980) 
on choices of students in non-traditional sex role occupations 
was reported. The results obtained expressed that the greater 
emphasis should be placed on exposing potential students to 
a greater diversity of career options durinq the freshman 
exploratory phase of the high school vocati nal programme. The 
study also explored to promote the crossing of traditional sex 
barriers. Greater involvement of the £>8rents in Non-tr«jdltional 
decision-making was also indicated. Although peer Influence 
was not considered significant^ a sensitivity to pressures that 
male students face in persuing traditionally f^ tnale careers 
se©med to be indicated. The study did seem to indicate that 
many more students in high school could be attracted t non-
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traditional sex-role occupation if a co9iA>ination of coimsellor 
and parent effort could be enlisted, 
Review of relevant literature irepresses us with the 
fact that present investigation is vital for the planned 
development of htjrrtan resources. The Government of India at 
1^ 'St, is thinking to initiate jot-oriented courses and desires 
to delink easployment with degrees. Such an investigation seems 
to be appropri-^ te In this direction. 
""^Parents do influence the Job preference of their 
children but the influence of their Job orientation on Job 
preferences of children has alluded the attention of counsellorSf 
psychologists and social scientists. This study may fill the 
void, to sofne extent, 
3ocio«Miconomic status parental education an6 vocation* 
etc* have often been considered as important determinants of 
Job preference of children. It is believed that the above 
mentioned variables together titrith parental Job orientation may 
be deemed to be important a.i far as choice of courses and 
careers are concerned. In this respect a valuable contribution 
may be made to the understanding of vocational psychology. 
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Rapid Industrialization and hectic peace of dev«lopiMmt 
has thrown cpen wide avanues of employment. Ne%; jobs have been 
created but« by an large* due to l<|norance people think and 
make endeavours only to have preferences for the traditional 
jobs. Parents further reinforce their children to opt for 
certain jobs sut^ as Engineering* Medicine etc. This approach 
restricts their choice and enduces a biased process of vocational 
choice. The present investigation may probe into this important 
dimension as it prevails now. 
Wrong choice of courses and careers often lead to 
frustration* conflict and tension. The process of choice 
should be vigorously inve0ted to understand its influence on 
young men and women. This problem has assumed added significance 
specially wh«i we are deliberating new educational policy. The 
role played by parents should not be undennlnded. The present 
investigation being comprehensive and compact may provide an 
oprx>rtunity to the parents to evaluate their influences on 
children. The desire of the parents to help their childr«» in 
making proper choice of careers often inhabit them in properly 
adjusting to life and work. The present investigation which 
touches upon theoretical and nwthodological issues may naake 
significant contribution in the field of applifkl psychology 
in general and in the field of occupational psychology in 
particular. 
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£ H A £ T E R -li 
Rel«vant researches have been reviewed in the preceedlng 
chapter. The review hae been direction in explicitly explaining 
the objectives of the study and in selecting the methods to be 
adopted for carrying out the research, t^e observed that 
parents do influence their children in cl%>osing caurses as 
well as careers. These influences are soinetimes direct but 
Biostly they indirectly influence the job preferences of the 
young peocle. Parental socio-economic status* their educational 
attainments* their profession as well as their involvement 
in job may be visualised as some of the implicit deteri>inant3 
of job preferences of children* Thus* it is ln|:>erative that 
such Important variables as parental education* ineonte and job 
orientation should be taken into consideration to study tlwir 
influence on the job preferences of childnm. 
Hosi^barg (1957) has extensively studied job orientations 
and classified them as 'people oriented* (PO)* *self-expression 
oriented* (SEO) and *Extrinsic-reward oriented* (ERQ). Those 
who revieiMMid their jobs as an opportunity for obtaining 
gratification through inter-peraonal relations mr9 classified 
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as P0» Those who tend to emphasise the rswards to b« obtained 
for the «#ork done, rather than the gratification to be 
derived from the work« are labelled as EHO, Those who view 
their Jobs as an opportunity for expressing their talents 
and creative capabilities are known as SEO. 
The title of the problcmi suggests that the job 
orientation of the parents as well as their children has to 
be measured. Parental income and education are the other 
variables which influence job preferences of young people. 
These independent variables often individually influence the 
job orientation of children* But at the smm time the po8Sib« 
ility of the cumulative influence of these variables cannot 
be lgm>red. In other wordls, the interactional effects >f the 
independent variables should be ascertainiNS to understand the 
nature and dynamites of tf» independent variables on the job 
orientation of childr«n« 
If %re proceed in the manner suggested above* it Is 
apparent that the most appropriate design for the present 
research could be a 2 x 2 x2 factorial one. Thus parental 
income, education and job orientation have to be dichotomised 
and eight groups should be formed* Then each subject's job 
preference, being the dependent variable, has to be measured 
for the statistical analysis* 
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Tools U»»di (JPS) 
In order to rf?ea»ur# th© Job preferences of students a 
list of 25 jobs was pn^ared* before selecting these Jobs an 
extensive review of ^ he career literature prepared by the 
Ministry of Labour* Govt, of India* was u»3ertaken. The book-
lets covered a wide range of jobs* varying in qualifications 
and experimnce* such as careers in teaching* purely technical* 
careers in Road Transport* Protective Services* Hotal 
Management* Railways, Central and state Services* Agriculture* 
Computer Tectmology and other miscellaneous professions. It 
was felt that in many cases the classifications were often 
vague or a bit too elaborate. Teaching for example* Is 
classified as 'High School** •Primary** Secondary*« Collie 
and University* Designations such as Lecturer* Reader and 
Profes»>r could hardly be properly understood by school childrim. 
Since the sanple comprises! students of class XX and X* it was 
considered desirable to represent the classification of a 
profession which could be easily coi&prehef^ ed by the sai^le* 
XTius* the list was shortened to include only •teacihing*. The 
sante procedure was adopted for other professions* 
tarzam (1979) investigated parental influences on 
Occupational values and Job preferences of guidance and 
non*gtiidance school students of Isf^an. A critical analysis 
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of his list revealed that many jobs included in the list were 
non-existend in India. Undoubtedly his list was exclusively 
meant for the Iranian san^le„ Availability of resources* 
financial constraints* type of technology and expertise* 
political and governmental goals* etc.* influence the creation 
of Jobs* Thus, the availability of job differ fr<»n country to 
country and In the same country from region to region. Ail 
these aspects were considered while con^iling the list* 
fhe investigator prepared a tentative list of jobs amS 
sent it to a group of experts sa^ as career counsellors 
vocational psychologists. Ihey were also provided irith the 
specifications of the sample to be studied. Only those jobs 
were included in the list atiout which the choice of the experts 
was unnaniiRous* Proceeding in,, this manner we were able to 
prepare a list of 25 professions (Appendix wv). The subjects 
were required to evaluate each job on a 5 point scale. The 
nx:>8t preferred jobs were to be assigned a rating of 5. 
Similarly* the least preferred jobs were to be given a rating 
of 1 by the respondents. 
Job orientation of the parents was measured with the 
help of Rosenberg's (1957) technique. He analysed the jobs 
in terms of * People-oriented* (PO)* 'self-e»^resaion«oriented* 
(3E0) and 'Extrinsic reward-oriented' (ERO). The job falling 
under different classifications are given in C?^ >pendix B^ . 
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Aa the aiffi o£ the present Investigation was to atiidy 
the parental influence on the job preferences of their school 
going children* data had to be obtained £roB^ parents as 
well as their chlldrm. 
The san^le comprised class XX and X students (N.«140) 
studying in various liinglish 2^ edii»n Schools and their parents 
(H2*140)• The details are given in Table 2*1 belowt 
Table 2*1 
Kama of the School Class ''|;^fiS* atudenta Saj^le/ 
!• Zakir ilusain 
i^ 'odel School* XX & X 51 38 
Aligarh 
2* Aligarh i^blic 
School*Aligarh XX 
3, ii.T.High 
School*Aligach IX & X 70 56 
4. Abdullah Girls 
High ^ >chool# 
Aligazli IX £* X 58 40 
l^tal 186 140 
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Initially th« data on the Job ptefmtmnee scaX« £JPS) 
\tas collected from all the IBB students wnrolled in class XX 
and X of the four schools. The particulars of the parents of 
each students vas noted. Out of the 188 studwnts the parents 
of only 140 «N»re residing in Aligarli and were available for 
assesflKnmt of job orientation. Th\>s« the sample size is 280 
comprising studmts (N^« 140} and their parents (fij** ^^^^ • 
The job preference scale (JPS) was administered to th« 
students in the class room to obtain information pertaining 
to job preferences and biographical variables. Addresses of 
parents were noted and each of them was individually approached* 
The purpose of the present investigation was tacplained to the 
father/mother and job orientation scale was administered to 
th«n. Obtaining data from the parents was a long drawn and 
arduous process* Several visits by the investigator %*ere 
required and the data collection from parents stretched over 
a period of more than a year. 
HypothesisI 
It has been stated else i^ere that job preference is 
influenced by parental incoew, education and orientation* These 
three variables are visualized as the independent ones which 
ultimately influence job preference. Keeping these considerations 
in mind a set of hypotheses have be«nt postulated as given below* 
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{%) Partttital jobMsrientatlon »>ould lntlu«nc« job 
preforenea* 
To determine the individual* cuimildtive and interact ive 
e f fec t of the Independent variables on Job preference* a 
2 x 2 x 2 t'actorial design was used andthe following hypotheses 
were f rained s 
(2) Parental inconte would influence job preference of 
students. 
(3) Parental Edxicatlon would influence job preference of 
students* 
(4) Parental job orientation would influence job preferetiee 
of students. 
(5) The Interaction between the Independent variable 
(Income* Education & Job Orientation)would influence 
job preference of students. 
Statistical Analysis! 
It is evident that we intend to study (1) the influence 
of Income, parental orientation and education (Indspendent 
variables) on the job preference of their children (Dependent 
variable) (ii) the association betwem parental job oricmtations 
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and their children's job preferences. The nature of the date 
and the objectives >v£ the study led us to select 2 x 2 x 2 
experimental design to fulfill the first objective and x*^  
test veia used to fulfill the later stated objective* 
For the purpose of using 2 x 2 x 2 M^Vh each of the 
three independent variables were dichotomised as *high* sund 
'low*. For incotrw and job orientation Hewi values and S,Ds 
\^ ere calculated. x + X.SD Criteris was used for classifying 
the *high* and *low* groups (Appendix Z)• Job orientation was 
classified as suggested by Itosenberg (1957} into three 
categoriest 'People Oriented* (PO), * Self--expression-oriented* 
(SEG) and extrinsic*reward oriented. Therefore* 'high and 
*low* values were calculated separately* as indicated above* 
for each classification. Parents holding graduation degree 
and above were placed under 'high education' and those who 
had studied upto high school or below %rere categorised as 
* low*• Thus* 8 groups in each of the three orientations 
categories i.e. *people«-oriented (PO)* 'self-expression 
oriented' <SEO) and * Extrinsic-reward-oriented' (ERO) were 
f raoned (V^ >pendix •ZI) • Equal number of observations were 
randomly drawn for each of the eight groups (Appendix •ZZZ) • 
of 
Analysis/variance was used to determine the influence 
of each of the Independent variable seperatHly as well as to 
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find out the interaction effects* t~test was used %fhereirer 
significant differences %«ere observed. 
Mc Ouigan (1969} comnents that '*th# statistical analysis 
that is most frequently applied to the factorial design is the 
analysis of variance****** The basic purpose of research in 
psychology is to predict and control human birihiaviour and in 
this recjard the factorial design is one of the snost iiaportant 
tools* It may also be pointed out that often people with certain 
characteristics behave in a particular manner but at other 
times people with the amm characteristics in addition t» 
other characteristics behave differently* "^e inter-action 
effects account for aueh types of differences* 
2 
X* is one of the most powerfu^^on»para etrie measures* 
And an adde<l advantage of X^ is that it determines the rea 
relationship between two attributes whl<±i is found out by 
applying the Contingency Co-efficient (c) after computing 
the value of x^ (Tate, 1956) • 
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£ i! A P T ^ R » i i i 
RESULT MID INTERPRETATION 
It may be recalled that t^ le data of tha study was 
analysed by using approprlata statistical mathods* AKOVA was 
applied to sae the indepandant as %»all as interactional affaet 
of incoflaa* education and parental Job orientation on job 
preferences of their school children* AiuS X was used to find 
#ut the association between parent's job orientation and t^ >eir 
children's job preferences. 
It was hypothesised that parental job orientation would 
influence job preferences of their children. The results are 
reported in Table 3.1. 3x3 contingency tables were prepared 
by catejorising students having high* low and average parental 
job orientation according to their high, low and average 
job preference scores (Appendix IV), 
GROUP 
PO 
SEO 
ERO 
W^lt lal 
Parental Job orientation and lob preferences 
x' 
20.16 
11,«€ 
11.55 
df Significant level 
4 .01 
4 .05 
4 .05 
C 
• 35 
*27 
.27 
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Th« calculated value of X for *Peoplo<^riaatat«d* 
joba (PO) was found to be airjnifleant at 1% level and its 
corresponding value of c (.SS) ^as also significant* Thus« 
the first hypothesis was verified and it was confirraed that 
parental Job orientiition is related to their children's 
preferences for (*PO* Jobs. A similar trend is perceptible for 
the •3]KJ* and •ERO* jobs. In both cases the value of *C* was 
also found to be statistically significant. 
In view of the results obtained^ the first hypothesis 
that parental Job orientation %fould influence Job preferences 
was accepted. Many investigators have tended to support this 
point of view. Children who identify with their parents and 
sub-culture develop preferences for Jobs valjed by their parmits 
(Mc Arther* 1954; Porter, 1934). S(x>res of researchers have 
advocated that father's occupation influences one's preference 
for a Job (Porter, 1954i Krippner, I963i Gunderson and Helson, 
1965; Clark, 1967)• Segal (1961) has interpreted such an 
influence in psycbeanalytical terms. The individual accordiim 
to hiw^i would confon^ to the wishes and values of his parents 
and adhere to the socially approved attitudes in order to 
maintain his self-esteerri and his feeling of being loved. The 
feeling of confirmity in such cases, may dominate the vocational 
choice. 
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r?o« (1957) and the ad\'ocatea of psychoanalytical views 
(:>teimel and Susiedelis* 1963; BQrdin# Nachmaim and Segal, 
1963) seem to form a category of thought about important periods 
which influences career behaviour. They em^ i^ asise the role of 
parents during early childhood in shaping of mature personality* 
Although none of theif! treat any particular period of develop-
ment as crucial but they suggest that the influences exercised 
to shape the personality of the young-sters also influence 
their decision making. 
Hypotheses 2>S were evolved to determine the influence 
of indepcmdent variables and their interaction on job preferences* 
Table (3*2) qiven below contains the results of analysis of 
variance (Appendix-V), 
Influence of If^ deoendent variables on prefeirwwce for 'PO* lobs 
Source of \^ ariatlon Sum of Squares Df 
Mean 
Squares F 
At Income 
•it Education 
Ct Job Orientation 
A X 3 
A X C 
e X c 
A X B X C 
ERRORt Within Treatments 
27*23 
7*23 
136*03 
55*22 
15*62 
21*02 
105*63 
32 
27*23 
7*23 
126*03 
55*22 
15*62 
21*02 
105*63 
„MS1 
1*61 
0*42 
7.48 
3*28 
0.92 
1*24 
6*27' 
•* 
** 
Total 896*78 39 
Notei •* significant at *05 level 
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The p«ru0al of Table 3,2 Indicates that parental job 
orientation significantly influences preferenees fot *P0* jobs* 
The interaction between income, education and job orientation 
was also found to significantly influence preferences for people-
oriented/ jobs. It is evident that parental inccnne and education 
individually do not Influence job preference of children for *P0* 
Jobs. Combined effect of inccmte & job orientation and education 
Si job orientation was also not found to be significant. 
The significant effect of job orientation on children's 
job preferences has been reconfirmed by using 't* test and the 
main source of effect is obtained by considering the Mean values 
of the groups compared. (Appendix =-VI) 
Means of Job prefemece scores for high and low lob orientation 
Comparison groups Mean *t*Value df 
** 
High Job Orientation 
Group m, « 31 2,t2 38 
Low Job Orientation 
Group ra, • 2 7 
** Significant at ,05 level 
Tabl# (3,3) shows the values of Mecin and *t* and the 
level of significance for the 'high* and 'low* Job orientation 
groups. The values in the table C3»3} reveal that there is a 
sigiUfitfant difference between tiie Job preference of 'high* 
and *low* parental Job orientation groups. 
Thouqh analysis of variance revealed that parental 
income, education and Job orientation cuitiaulativitly Influenced 
the preference for 'PO* Jobs but it did not make clear which 
significant, 't* test was applied to determine the si:inificanee 
of the difference between the various groups. Twentyeight 
comparison groups were formed and statistical analysis were 
undertaken (Appendix -Vl ) , i<o significant differences were 
found except among three groups as reported in Table 3.4 
Vvlien minutely scrutinissed an interesting trend is 
discemable that low parental income and education when combined 
v.'ith high job orients.^ i^on significantly influenced preferences 
for PO Jobs as compared to other permutations and c<»8binations« 
It is evident that parental education and inc<»ne by 
themselves do not influence preferences for 'People-oriented* 
Jobs. The present findings fail to lend support to earlier 
studies condui^ed in India and abroad, niosenberg (1957) concluded 
that "there is a definite relationship between the amount the 
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Tabl« 3.4 
Mesis ' f the job preference scores for thare-s 
CoRibinatlons having significant *t' valuesi^  
Comparison Group Mean 't* Value 6f 
1, HI, HEt LJ group m- » 26 
X 
LI, LE, HJ group M^ 
2, HI, LE, LJ group m-
X 3.50 8 
m 
-
34 
25 
* * 2,40 
* 
LI, LE, UJ group m* 34 
3. LI, L£, lU group m. •• ?<$ 
LI, L£, LJ group m. 27 
•• Significant at .05 level 
• Significant at .01 lev«l 
8 
** 
X 3.03 8 
HI I High Inccme LI i Low Income 
HBt High Education LE t LOW Education 
HJt Lo'w Job Orientation LJ t Low Job Orientation 
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o£ money the father eurzmntly earns and the amount the student 
expects to earn in future^—-• £«nily economic background ia 
clearly a very important (determinant of expectations regarding 
one's oufi ultimate economic position.** 
Similarly* other researches have clearly d«nonstrated 
that f«nily*8 socio-economic status influences our job 
preferences (Samson and Steffre« 1952i Beilin# i955i Jenson 
and Kirchner* 195Si Gunderson and Nelson* 1965)• 
The relationship between parental education* occupation* 
socio-ecomxnic status and children's occupational aspirations 
have also been frequently studied (Baruc^* 1974i Kiemach and 
Edwards* 1973| Auster and Auster* 1961; Duncan* 1965} and 
positive results have v»«»en reported, FarSwn (1979) also observed 
that socio«eoorK>mic status of the family influences the Job 
preferences of students of guidai^ 'ce schools. 
In our study parental job orientation emerged as an 
injportant variable whic^ . influenced the preferences of their 
children for *PO* jobs. This finding lends support to the 
results obtained by Farzam (1979). He attempted to study the 
parental influence on occupational values and job preferences 
of guidance and non>guidance school students of Isfahan. The 
results of his study confirmed that the value orientation of 
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patents influences t^^ occupational values and job preferwneea 
of their childr«i. .^ hakeela* Farswn and Akhtar (1984) reported 
a cross - cultural parity between parental income* education 
and occupativ^ nal values on Job preferences* 
Oaipow (1968) contents that both the home and commmity 
stimulate the adolescent. Parents place pressure on their 
children for certain choices and make avall^le or deny certain 
contingencies accordingly. 
It has been pointed out that children who develop 
identification with their parents generally prefer the occupation 
that are valued by their parents (Larcebeau* 1956; He Arthur 
and StevenSji 1955) • 
Children who come from the group in which upward mobility 
is einphasised generally follow cj:reers that resmnble those of 
their father's ^Porter# 1954; Ounderson and Kelson* 195Si 
Jenson and Kirchner* 19S5f Krlppner, 1963| Clark* 1967}• 
Usually parents vlsulklise their children to be an 
extension of their own personality* The unfulfilled objectives 
and aspirations of their life are associated with their children 
and they* unconsciously* desire them to achieve* This submerged 
desire may account for the upward mobility aspired by the 
subjects* This seems to he true about *P0* Jobs* 
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PO jobs« such as rn«dlcal practitloii«r# central and 
provincial services, etc«# are highly desired ones. These jobs 
carry higher renvtmeratlon as vtell as po%f«r and prestige. 
Probably these inherent chareicteristies influenced the prefer-
ences of the subjects. 
The findings could also be interpreted in terms of 
Akhtar's (1964) model, where he forcefully cont«ids that the 
unintentional outputs play a vital role in the achievement 
of the desired goals, however, in our case should only be 
cohfined to job preferences* 
The results of ::oVA for 3B0 jobs are shown in Table 
3«5 (Appendix V )• It is observed that •income* and *job 
orientation{ of parents individually influence the children's 
preferences for *SEO* jobs. It "was also found that though 
education was not itself Important but, it played a significant 
role in conjunction with job orientation in influencing 
preferences for •SEo» jobs. 
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Znfluenctt of iiid«p<a^ «:it variables on {»ref«r«nois 
for '310* Job« 
sourc. Of variation 2 ^ . ^ , 4f ^ ^ ^ F 
A t Xncoa* 
B t fdHseatimi 
c f Job Orltmtatlon 
A X B 1 Ineoam x Education 
A X C • Xneoraa x Job Orlmit* 
ation 
B X C 1 Education x Job 
Orlantation 
87,03 
0.03 
93*03 
•22S 
7.22S 
65.02 
A X B X C t o^oBMi X Sducatlon 
X Job Oriantatlon 34*22 
1 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
87,03 
0.03 
93.03 
• 225 
7.225 
65.02 
34.22 
8.44* 
0.002 
9.02* 
0.02 
0.70 
6.30 
3.31 
e^ROn within traatmcDt 286,78 32 
616.78 39 
** Significant at .05 lawal 
* Significant at .01 l«v«l 
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•High* and •Low* income groups and Job 
prefermtcea (SEC) 
Cotnparison group p:«an •t» Value df Remark 
H.X. 
L.I. 
m^ « 12 
Rlj • 15 
2«54 
** 38 Significant 
** Significant at .05 level 
*t* analysia Table 3.6 (Appendix -VX) revealed significant 
differences In Job preferences (SEO) of 'high* and 'low* income 
groups. 'Low* income* group subjects prefer more SEO Jobs than 
high income grouper. Here also the factor of up%iard mobility 
seems to cast its influence. 
The less prinleged one's vtight have tried to overcome 
their deficiency by excelling through self-expression. Our 
society is still iryclutches of various do<^as and cast* family 
background, etc.# influence our social interaction and intel^cour8e• 
People coming from low incotne group may not be at ease while 
interacting %«ith people but self expressing ^importunities 
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provided by such Jobs as acting* dramatics^ singing* pursuit 
of Science* etc, may overcome the shortcomings. 
^%gh and Low job orientation groups and '^ ob 
Preferences (3£:o) 
Comparison group Mean 't* Value df 
H,J, m. » 15 
L.J. m«. « 12 
** 
2.08 38 
j 
** Significant at .05 level 
As re^jards 'high* and 'low* job orientation* the former 
group preferred more 'SEO* jobs then their counterparts. Tt» 
results are interestinci in the sense that *low* income and 
•high* job orientation group prefers •SEO* jobs. It may b« 
due to the fact that low Incxaroe group parents have high Job 
orientation. This result further endorses the Interpretations 
given above. 
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Table 3«8 
•High* and 'Low* education & Job Orientation groups 
& Job preferences 
Coraparison group He^ oi •t»>'^ al«« <5f 
liEfHJ m- m j3 
LE, LJ m^ • 10 
** 
3.84 18 
•• Significant at ,05 level 
Students coming from 'high* e^ l'ication end high job 
orientation groups signlfictintly differed in their Job prefer-
encee (SEO) with the *low* education and orientation groups 
(Appendix VI), The former group preferred more the 'SEO* Jobs 
than the later* 
The results clearly indicate that the parental 'Incoaie* 
influences their chlldr«J*s preferences for •SEO* Jobs. This 
finding is in line v#lth the researches reported by scores of 
Investigators who advocate ardently that ParCTJtal socio-economic 
status influences children's Job preferences (Ro8«nberg« 1957| 
3arud^ t# 1974; Klemach at^ d £dward# 1973« Auster and Auster 1981« 
Duncan^ 1965* Shakeela* Farzam and Akhtar* 1^4, etc.) 
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Parental job orientation was again found to ba 
significant determinant o£ job praferences (S£X)} of yous^ 
people* 
Interaction between parental job orientation «)d 
education significantly Influenced preferences for *S£0* Jobs* 
Taking into conaideratlon all the significant results* 
it could easily be concluded that fflunily's . ecoiK>mlc and 
educational background together with the parental job 
orientation intluences the preferences for 'SEO* jobs* The 
findings lend support to the observations of Osipow (1968) Mho 
believes that 'farrdllal factors are Important to career 
decision •** 
A glance over Table 3*9 (Ajfpmi4l» V) Imaedliately 
expresses us with the fact that none of the IniejK^^wnt 
variables influeneeil the preferences for *EBO' jobs* The 
Interactional affe<;t vere also found to be Insignificant* Ttm 
results are Interesting as iwll as Intriguing* On the basl» 
of conmon observation and the general believe it should have 
been observed that at least the parental econoirilc background 
should have influenced the desire for opting for *ERO* jobs* 
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intlumicm of indep«na«nt variables on pr«f«r«nc«s 
for *rm* job* 
Source of variation 
A 1 InCOIMI 
a t Education 
C t Job Orientation 
A X Bt Incoaw x Job 
3\3m of 
Square 
48.4 
0 
96»1 
102«4 
At 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Mean 
Squares 
48,4 
0 
96.1 
102*4 
P 
1.71 
0 
3.41 
3*63 
Orientation 
A X Ct Income x Job 3*24 1 3.24 0*11 
Orientation 
3 X Ci Education x Job 
Orientation 96.1 1 96.1 3*41 
A X a X Ct Income x Education 
X Job Orient* 
atlon S.76 1 5,76 0*20 
ERRORI within treatnient 901.4 32 28.16 
Total 1253.4 39 
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The pr«8«nt findings ar« unique in the mmtmm that they 
do not either tilrectly or indirectly endorse earlier findings* 
:>umr!uirixlng the findings of the present resear^ wm ean 
say that parental orientation influences preferences for 'PCf 
and •3E0* Jobs* Income apart froia parental orientation also 
influences preferences for •SK)* Jobs and none of the indepen* 
dent variables influence preferences for *EftO* jobs* 
As regards interactional effect parental education* 
income and job orientation in conjunction with each other 
influence the preference for *Pii* jobs* As far as *SEO* jobs 
are concerned parental incosne vihen cos^ined with either education 
or job orientation had a significant influence on job preferences 
of their children* 
Taking! into consideration our findings* it could be 
ligitimately hypothesised that a single parameter cannot be 
evolved for predicting preff?r«»tices for various jobs* In other 
words* preferences for job are a function of the nature of the 
Job* social rating of the Job and a host of fwnilial and 
situational variables* These variables are so closely interwoven 
that their extraction and isolation often becomes difficult 
and due to which the findings differ in perspective of tine* 
sample studied and cultural melieu from which the samples are 
drai#n* 
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The vocational choice of the child has be«n considered 
to be highly Influenced by the family role* So far as the various 
theories of vocational choice are concerned, only personality 
approaches represented by trait-factor thought, ni^ >ds# values 
and l:)ehavloural style have not clearly emphasised the role of 
fanily Influences on career development* 
Contrary to the proponents of personality approaches 
Glnzberg (1951) # Super (1963) and itoe (1957) e^ tplicltly 
en^hasized the crucial role of family in t^ development of 
vocational choice* Super (1963) viewed that fainily plays a 
critical role in the formation of individual's self-coiwept 
helps in malcing a realistic career choice* Ginsberg (1951) has 
also mnphasised similar view point with regard to family role* 
He contended that family creates a highly significant situaticm 
that provide a specific type of inculturation to the child 
which consequently reinforces the child to choose the vocation 
in the context of his inculturation* rk>e (1957) has contended 
that interactional process between child and his parents plays 
an important role in the development of the career choice* The 
type of relationship between child and parents give rise to 
the developnent of attitude towards woric and vocation in the 
adulthood period* 
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The above theories provide a good support for parental 
role being fin imjx?rtant aspect of career development. It is 
obvious that familial factors are important for the choice of 
careers* They account for situational variables as well as 
intra»individu8l variables. 
The findings could be interpreted in terms of role 
taking behaviour of children. The younger ones mostly imitate 
the manners, the postures and the ;. attems of . behaviour 
of their parents esreclally father. It can easily be visualised 
that father's preference for certain type of jobs could be 
intnitated by the offsprings* probably, unconsciously. This 
Itwnitstlon, if irepeetecl over a period of time, may become an 
Integral part of his behavioural dynamics. This in turn, 
may influence his preferences for job*. 
There is another possibility which should also be 
considered. Social pressures and societal rating for a Job 
imperceptibly motivates younger people to tailor their Job 
preferooices. Thus, the societal preferences reinforce the 
parental influences an* strengthen, the desire of d^ildren to 
opt for a particular type of Job, Our interpretation is vindi* 
cated by super and lachrach (1957) who advocate for a social 
systems aj^roach which takes into account the interaction 
between the individual and his society to understand the career 
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dcvelopoMmt o£ the individual. **The most far r««ichine^  
contribution likely to result from the social •yatema approacti 
to career development" asserts Osipow (1968)« is an increasing 
sophistication in program development as a consequence of a 
grreater understanding of the social foms that affect individual 
decision", 
Slodon (1965) also pointed out that occupational 
decisions are not exclusively made by the individual rather 
his decisions are subject to the demands of the society of 
*#hich he is a member* iSxtetiding the point further oyed (1983) 
opines that "most studies seem to indicate that young people 
tend to choose occupations which are highly ^ aid* socially 
approved* unusual and romantic* much pul»licised« and remote 
from their own experience. 
Similarly* llollingshed (1949); Lipsett* Bendix and 
Halm (1962) and mitfiy others argue that one's vocational choice 
is a reflection of their experiences in the class and farrJLly* 
culture complexes. 
iTie finding that parental orientation influences 
preferences for people orient©5 job needs to be interpreted. 
People-oriented jobs such as Doctor* Central Services* Provincial 
services* University teachers etc. are the highly paid jobs. 
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If parents and students aspire £or avkdh jobs# it mty b« du« 
to the jobs being renjiaerative and alao they are highly valued 
by our society. Also these jobs require a high level of 
interpersonal interaction and they carry prestige^ Authority 
and Poviter, It is probably t^ tie that most of the people coining 
from any level of soelo-econoinlc strata aspire for such jobs* 
Naturally# the independent variables like par«>ntal incoine and 
education would not exercise their influence. Our contention 
is more than verified when we examined the % of responses 
given in Table 3.10. 
Frecmencv Distribution of the Subjects 
P/C High Average Low Total 
High Obf. 59 
Average obf 20 
Low obf. 61 
Total 140 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
59 
20 
61 
140 
People coming froR* higher* average and lower income 
groups have endorsed the jobs falling under higher Income 
groups. Such findings have been obtained by others as well. 
Farsam (1979) has reported that the sttjdents (74%) coming from 
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th« lower lnc(»iui group aspire to earn a higher salsry th«n 
their par^ :)ts. i^ l^ddle and higher income group dependents 
(students) generally (61*3% and 79«1%« respectively) aspire 
to earn as much as their parents* Itiis finding lends support 
to the concept of upward economic striving in industrial 
developed countries (3eilin* 1955; Krippner* 1963; Clac1c« 1967)« 
raking all the results into account it can be inferred 
that parental job orientation largely influene«»s preferences 
for job and other independent variables such as inccmie or 
Education exercise selective influences* Probably the Indian 
children are conditioned to be more dependent on the parents 
for almost every type of decision and preferences for job 
is no exception. Such type of influences are observed in other 
haifsxi countries as well* 
Realising the limitations of the present dissertation 
and the personal experiences of the researcher it can be 
suggested that personality factors should also be taken into 
account to develop deeper insight into the process of preferenees 
for jobs* Another aspect «>«hich needs attention in the interaction 
of the individuals peers with regard to decisions regarding 
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cboic* of occupations and jobs In the future. Tn9 lespaet of 
co&vnunication media In decision malting procewa should also b« 
takan into account. Probably, these suggestions for futur* 
researches would dispel many of the ainbiguity associated with 
preference for Job. 
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APPENDIX «A 
(JOB PREFEREUCE SCALE) 
Everyone prepares and strive for a good! Job in life« 
i^>e are interested in studying your Job aspiration* A list of 
Jobs is given below* Please» go throuQ^ the list carefully 
and indicate your preferences. Against each Job a bracket 
has been provided within «Aiich you have to give tihe extent 
to which you %M»uld like to choose the Job. 
Your frank responses would help us in drawing fruitful 
conclusions. 
Put (5) against the Job you prefer very much 
0 9 (4) t0 »• •» »» •• Murh 
(3) 
(2) 
(1) 
« # 
0 0 
0 » 0 0 
(1) Doctor 
(2) Hurse/Conpounder -
(3) S<^ K>ol Teacher 
(4) Central Services (Qt^SP/Custora 
Officer etc. 
(5) Provincial Services 
(BDOA>SP, etc*) 
(6) University Teacher 
Slightly 
To some extent 
Least 
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(7) Station Master ( 
(GuardAicMt Collector) 
(8) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(IS) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
Soeial iJorkor ( ) 
Joumallst/^ltor ( } 
Manfgor ( 
Actor/Actross ( } 
Lawyer ( ) 
Scientist 4 ) 
Axmy/Mawy/Alr force ( ) 
Police Officer ( ) 
l^glneer ( ) 
Bank Manager ( ) 
Singer ( ) 
Judge ( ) 
Buslnessnwi ( ) 
Sales Representative( ) 
Dance and Drama ( ) 
Clerk ( ) 
Accountant ( ) 
Mechanic 
(Radlo«T,v,,Car ( ) 
etc.) 
(1) Name t 
(2) Age In years i 
(3) Class s 
(4) HoRie Address t 
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(JOB ORIE^.TATIOK SCM.B) 
Everyone preparvs and strives for a good job In lifo. 
Parents usually %fant their children to opt Cor a particular 
Job. we are interested in studying your preferences for your 
children. 
A list of jobs is given below. Please go through the list 
carefully and indicate your preferences. Against each Job a 
braelcet has been provided vithin which you have to give the 
extmit to which you would prefer the Job for your dFiildren. 
Your franX responses %rould help us in drawing fruitful 
conclusions. Indicate your preference by 
Putting (5) against the job you prefer very wudh 
(4) 0 9 •« »» #r 0t Hudh 
(3> *« «f 00 00 00 Slightly 
(3> tt 0t 00> 0 0 0 0 To some extent 
(1) 0 0 »» »t ma *0 Least 
• • 
0 0 
00 
0 0 0 0 0 * 00 00 
1 . Doctor 
2. Kurse/CoeBpounder 
3. Sdiool Teacher 
4* Central Services 
(J»/SP/Gustom 
officer etc. 
( 
{ 
< 
{ 
) 
) 
) 
) 
S« Provincial Services 
(3D0A>SP« etc. ( 
6* University Teacher ( 
- «7 -
7* Station Kast«r 
(Giiard|/tlek«t 
collector) 
8« Social Mi l iar 
9« Journal iat/Sdiitor 
10* Mmifgar 
11. Aetor/Actraas 
12* Lawyar 
13* Seiantiat 
14* Axnqp/Nawf/Air Forea 
IS, Pelica Officar 
!<• Enginaar 
17* Bank nanagar 
18* Singar 
19* tl^dga 
20, Buainaaamaii 
21« salaa l^apraaantativa 
22• Danca and Drama 
23. Clack 
24* AecouQtant 
2S« Madtanic 
(fladio«l«V.,Car« ate) 
F l - w furnish th« f«Uo»*i«g l«fo«iMitio«| 
!• P«rciit*8 eecn^etioa •••••••••••. 
(F«thcr/^tti«r> 
2« Par«Bt*s ffionthly Ineocno 
3* Par«n%*a tdueation 
4 . Maa» of tiie Sti»iM)% 
S* Dis tr ic t 
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APPENDIX «C 
(Cate^risation of jobs accordling to ^««abarg*a Claaalfieatioii} 
(PEOPLE -ORIENTED JOBS) 
1* DoctM r^ 
2* Kursr/Compounder 
3, Sc>K}ol Taac^vr 
4 , Cantral Scrvleas (l^/SP/Cuatom Officar) 
5, Provincial Sarvleaa (SDO/DSP, ate . ) 
6* Unlvaraity Taaehar 
7« station r^aater 
8« Social itforkar 
9. Journal i«t/E<3i tor 
10. Managar 
11. 3alas ropraaantativa 
12. Clatlc 
(gBLy»EXPRESSIQt:«QRISi;T£P JOBS) 
!• Aetor/Actraas 
2. Sciantiat 
3. Singar 
4 . DaneaA>>'afna 
5* Machanie (Ra€iio« T,v««car# etc*) 
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(gX»RIISSIC«4ISWA«D«0RISg^TED JOSS) 
1* L.«wy«r 
3. Police Officer 
4 . EngiiHfr 
&• Bank Manager 
6« Judge 
7« ausln««8 
8« Aecountirat 
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(Paggntal lob orientation value (Mic^ & Lew) for PO Jobs 
(Mean £< S.Dj 
C.I 7 7 JP J^ P^  
13-17 
18«22 
23-27 
28-32 
33-37 
38-42 
43-47 
48-52 
4 
26 
38 
46 
19 
05 
01 
01 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
45 
50 
0 
5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
Jl w 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
0 
26 
76 
138 
76 
25 
6 
7 
0 
26 
152 
414 
304 
125 
36 
49 
"2^ 
N - 140 tix'^m 354 ttx"^ m 1106 
X 
X 
7 
)e 
• A.M. • ' ^ ^ ^ 
- is^^HJ^ 
• 154>2,52 X 5 
• 154^12.64 
X « 27.64 
Low Value • X -8,D 
27.64 -6.13 m 21.51(22) 
High Value • X+ S.D, 
27.64'i«.13 - 33.77 (34) 
• 72 -
S«D, 
tx2 
^ 2 •[U06 - (354) ^  J 5^  
[llOe - 895,11J 25 
210.89 X 25 
5272.25 
z.vi. m y 5272.25 
140 
S.&. m 6 .13 
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Parental lob-ofiantatlon valua ( 
(Mean & S.D.) 
C,I, f X X 
Hiah «. Low) for 
x^ fx^ '-
•SBO* <eba 
tx"' 
S-9 
lO-U 
lS-19 
20.24 
64 
60 
14 
2 
7 
12 
17 
22 
0 
S 
10 
15 
0 
1 
2 
3 
0 
60 
28 
6 
0 
60 
56 
18 
N « 140 t»' •94 tx'' ^.134 
1? « A.M. •( l^X^)^ 
. N 
1? • 7-f 140 
1 • 7 ••• ,67 X 5 
5f_ - 7 • 3.35 
i • 10,35 
Lowor valuo • I? • s,D, 
10.35 • 3«S 
- 6.85 (7) 
High value « x -i^  s.D, 
10.35 •I' 3«5 
m 13.84 (14) 
S.D. / Is^ 
i , 2 . £ ^ / 2 . ^ ^ > 2 J i 2 
^ ^ « [l34-"||jy 25 
ia? m [134-63. l l j 25 
ix^ m 70.89 X 25 
^ 2 . 1772.25 
S . D . 
S .D , 
•/m ^>25 
3.5 
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Parmtal lob-orientation 
(Moan & 
w n X^ IT A 
value 
S.D.) 
X^ 
(Hlah & 
^'> 
W) 
tJ 
t^t •ERO» fobs 
f,'"' 
11-15 
16-20 
21-2S 
26-30 
31-35 
36-40 
IJ. 
23 
50 
32 
21 
3 
13 
18 
23 
28 
33 
38 
0 
5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
0 
23 
100 
96 
84 
15 
0 
23 
200 
288 
336 
75 
J/" 
^ x »298 tfx''<-922 N • 140 
X m 134^2*12 X 5 
X m 134-10.60 
H^ m 23.60 
hem v a l u e •• Tt -S«0« 
23.60 - 7 . 1 
• 16 ,5 (17) 
H i ^ v a l u e » ^ •4>S«0, 
23.60 •i-7,l 
• 30 .7 (31) 
/F 
€x2.[922-«|g>^J*^ 
^ ^ • [ 9 2 2 - 6 3 4 . 3 1 ] 25 
^ ^ - 287.69 X 25 
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C h i l d m ' a 
C . I . 
lob Dref«r«nc« 
(Mean & S*D«} 
£ X 
v a l u * 
x' 
(Hirti 
x^ '' 
& Low)for 
tx'^ 
•P0« ^*?f 
« x ^ » 
18-22 
a 3*27 
28.32 
33-37 
38-42 
21 
40 
44 
30 
05 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
0 
5 
10 
15 
20 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
0 
40 
88 
90 
20 
0 
40 
176 
270 
80 
,<^.« I1-140 y/ fx '«238 fx^*«S66 
5r 
X 
1 204>1,7 X 5 
S.D, 
X m 20+8.5 
7 « 28 .5 
Low va luo M 1^ <»S»D« 
28.S-S.3 
• 23*2(23) 
Hlg^ v a l u e •X4>S,0. 
26•5^5* 3 
- 33,8(34) 
' ^ ^ • [ 5 6 6 - 4 0 4 . 6 ] 25 
£x2«[l61«4 X 25 
%x • 4035 
8.D - / 
S,D.« 5*3 
• 76 . 
(Mean 4 S.D*) 
C.l. / 
.// 
fx // fx /^ 2 
5*9 
i0«.i4 
i5-i9 
20*24 
25-29 
43 
67 
23 
6 
1 
7 
12 
17 
22 
27 
0 
S 
10 
15 
20 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
0 
67 
46 
18 
04 
0 
67 
92 
54 
16 
N«140 ^x'^-lSS '^x^^-229 
"X • A.M. • ^ ^ 
7 • 740.96 X 5 
"55 - 7+4.82 
J - 11.82 
Low v«l\M • HSoS.D 
11.82 - 4 . 2 
m 7 .62(8) 
High valu« «X<i>S.O. 
11.824-4.2 
« 16.02(16) 
ix^-O^x'^Jl^ > J^' 
1^2.[-22^(1|^)3 25 
^ ^ - [ 2 2 9 * 1 3 0 . 1 7 ^ 25 
^ ' . 98 .83 X 25 
i x ^ « 2470.75 
3.D.X 4 .2 
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Children's lob Drmimrmne^ v«lu« (Hloh A Low) 
XHean &. s.Dl 
C.I. £ X X X 
for •ER0» lob^ 
t„''' t^^ 
11-15 
16-20 
21-25 
26-30 
31-35 
36-40 
6 
24 
50 
38 
21 
1 
13 
18 
23 
28 
33 
38 
0 
5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
0 
24 
100 
114 
64 
5 
0 
24 
200 
342 
336 
25 
^x^-327 S J ? * - 9 2 7 N»140 
// ) i 3C« A.M, 
IS- 13+2.33 X 5 
7m 13+11.65 
!?• 24.65 
Low value «Sc->s.o. 
24 .65 -5 .3 
- 19.35(19) 
High valu««i^+3.D. 
24.65+5.3 
- 29.9S(30) 
£ x 2 . ^ 9 2 7 . i ^ > * ] 5^ 
^ 2 - [ 9 2 7 - l | j 2 a 2 j 25 
^ 2 . [927-763.77J 35 
"^ • 163.23 X 25 
tx^m 4080.75 
3 . D . - , .WiSFW-/ 140 
S.D.« 5.3 
.s^ i ' t 'V 
• 78 . 
(Mean £• S.D.) 
I « 1490*13 
ln<59Pf ?iP* 
S«D. 
N 
HITI35 
140 
3 .D. « 295.006 
LOW valu« «X»S*a. 
1490«13*295.006 
4195 .12 (1200} 
High va lue • 1t4>S«D« 
1490,13'»^29S,006 
m 1785,13 (1800) 
- 79 . 
APPSHDIX »I1 
(Job Fre£er«nc« Scor«a of Eight Groups) 
JOB PREFERENCE SCORES FOR PEQPLg»OniEKTED JOBS 
Groxtp Group Group Group Group Group Group Group 
I I I I I I IV V VI VII V I I I 
HI«fl£ HI«H£ HI^LE til^ht LI«H£ LI,H£ hI,hE hl,hE 
H J L J H J L J H J L J K J L J 
38 
18 
37 
37 
3S 
32 
21 
30 
21 
26 
27 
29 
35 
19 
3S 
28 
35 
24 
23 
34 
33 
28 
31 
34 
14 
30 
23 
20 
19 
27 
25 
24 
27 
28 
39 
29 
39 
25 
26 
32 
34 
36 
22 
23 
33 
41 
30 
3i 
35 
24 
25 
26 
30 
30 
Not»i HaHlghf LfliLowi lalncoRWf ExEducation/ J«Job orientation 
• 80 • 
JOB PREFEREHCE 3CQRES FOR SB3Ur>EXPRESSI0N ORXEHTED J0g3 
Group 
Z 
HZ«HE 
HJ 
12 
23 
18 
6 
10 
13 
12 
15 
11 
8 
7 
12 
Group 
ZI 
HZ, HE 
LJ 
8 
20 
18 
9 
5 
10 
19 
9 
9 
19 
5 
10 
6 
13 
Group 
ZZZ 
HZfLS 
HJ 
17 
19 
9 
13 
17 
Group 
ZV 
HZ«LE 
LJ 
6 
9 
8 
9 
10 
Group 
V 
LZ,HE 
HJ 
18 
13 
19 
17 
16 
14 
Group 
vz 
LZ.KE 
LJ 
12 
20 
7 
7 
21 
11 
10 
10 
s 
13 
11 
Group 
vzz 
LZ«L£ 
HJ 
11 
21 
10 
20 
22 
Group 
VZZZ 
LZ«LE 
LJ 
21 
12 
10 
9 
9 
l!ot*i H«Hlg^i L«Lo%»i l»ln<xmmf EMEducatloiif JaiJob Oricntatl^m 
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JOB PRSFERaaCB SCORES FOR EXTRINZlORgrfARD»0RIgt?TED JOgg 
GztHsp Group Group Group Group Group Group Group 
X I I I I I IV V VX VII VII 
HI«HE, HI«Hi:, HI«LE« HI,LE« LI#HE, LI#H8, LI«L£, LI*X4B« 
m U H J LJ H J L J HJ LJ 
28 
30 
31 
19 
25 
33 
30 
20 
24 
22 
13 
24 
21 
18 
25 
15 
22 
26 
13 
24 
25 
25 
22 
34 
21 
26 
28 
24 
31 
21 
20 
36 
24 
30 
23 
13 
27 
22 
14 
24 
32 
24 
32 
27 
21 
32 
29 
20 
28 
24 
Not«i Hirillghy L«i:.oi«/ I«Inconw»f E«Eaueationf J«>Job Ori«nt«ti<m 
• 62 • 
APPEMDXX »HI 
(HandocB Selection of S Job Preference Scores for each of 
the vi^t groups) 
JQ3 PREFEREKCE 3CQRE FOR PEOn>i»QRlEK<BBD JOBS 
Group Orot;^ Grotqp Gztjup Qro^p Group Group Group 
I I I I I I IV V VI VIX VIII 
H1,V^, HI«HE« HI«LE« HI«L£« LZ,H£« LX,H£« LZ«L£* LZ«LE« 
HJ LJ HJ LJ HJ LJ FiJ LJ 
38 26 33 30 24 26 33 24 
18 19 28 23 27 32 41 2S 
37 29 31 20 28 34 30 26 
37 35 34 27 39 36 31 30 
35 23 14 25 21 23 3S 30 
nrS i y 5 113-5 n^«5 n^-S i»g-5 n^-S ng-S 
^ . « 1 6 5 tx^mlZ2 ^ - " 1 4 0 
* ^ "• ^ ^ 1 2 5 tx^«139 ix^*151 ^ y » 1 7 0 ^ « 1 3 S 
i m « 5 7 3 1 ^ 3 « 4 1 8 6 ^ | « 4 4 5 1 ^ ^ 5 8 5 6 
^^•3632 » 4 « 3 1 8 3 ^ J - 4 6 8 1 ix j»3677 
Notei HaKighf L«Low; Z«lnccffiAef £«Eaucationi J<«Job Orientatimi 
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JOB rHTFEREHCE SCORES FOR SELF^EXPftESSIOM^ORIEHTSD JOBS 
Group Gronp Group Group Group Group Grotqp Group 
I II III IV V VI VXI VIII 
HI«H£« HI^HE, H1,LB, KI^LE, LI«HS, hl,HE, LI«LE» LI«LB« 
H J L J H J L J K J L J H J L J 
12 
13 
8 
7 
12 
20 
19 
5 
6 
13 
17 
19 
9 
13 
17 
6 
9 
8 
9 
10 
18 
13 
19 
17 
14 
20 
11 
10 
13 
11 
11 
21 
10 
20 
22 
21 
12 
10 
9 
9 
n^»S n««S i^s'S 1^ 4*5 "'^ S*^  "^e"^ n^«S i>g*S 
tn^*52 ^ 2 * ^ 3 tx3«7S tk^«42 ^ ^ - 8 1 ^ ^ - 6 5 ^ - 8 4 ^ - 6 1 
1^ »^S70 ^2*^91 '^1*1189 ^|»a62 1^« ^ ^ e " ^ 4 " ^ * 
1039 911 1546 647 
Notes HaMl^hi iMxmt I'^lncosmt E**E<lucation» J«Job Orientat ion 
. 84 • 
jj.„ ^ ,^.^ .^,.,^ ,^^ SCORES FOR EXTRIKSIC^REWARP-ORIENTED JOBS 
Group Group Group Group Group Group Group Grov^ 
X II HI IV V VI VII VIIX 
HI*HE« KI,H£, HI«LE« HI«LE, LI«H£, LI«HE, LI,L£, LI,Le« 
HJ LJ tU LJ tU LJ HJ LJ 
28 
31 
19 
25 
33 
n|^ «S 
1x^-136 
fx^. 
3820 
30 
20 
24 
13 
24 
nj -S 
iac^min 
ta^m 
2621 
18 
25 
15 
22 
26 
Oj-S 
^ 3 * 1 0 6 
^ 3 -
2334 
13 
24 
25 
25 
22 
n^«5 
^ ^ - 1 0 9 
^ 2 
4" 
2479 
34 
28 
24 
21 
30 
Og-S 
^ « 1 3 7 
3857 
13 
27 
22 
14 
24 
n^-» 
fjCg-100 
««6 
2149 
32 
24 
32 
27 
21 
ny>5 
€ x y i l 3 6 
^ 
3794 
32 
29 
20 
28 
24 
iig-S 
^ • 1 3 3 
^ -
3625 
HOtei H«Hlg9)| L*Lowf I«Incoffiei BaEducatiom J«^ 7ob Orientation 
• as « 
(Table 3.1) 
PEOFhEmORimStTm JOBS 
High Job Prmtwmne* Score •34 
LOW Job Preferoneo Seore a23 
High Joboori«nt«tion Score «34 
Low Job-^rientetion score •22 
C/P High Low Average Tbtal 
H i ^ obf. »15 6 13 34 
£f. -(e.Sl) (7.77) (19.9) 
Low obf. -2 9 11 22 
£f. •(4.06) (S.92) (12.88) 
Average 
Total 
dbf.«t 
Ef. »C15.6) 
26 
17 
(19.2) 
32 
58 
(49.2) 
82 
e4 
140 
• 86 • 
a^. U^i\iis^>l 'fc^'J Ofelfa)? ( |^ ) ' 
'iL^m 11.9«*0,444>2.39+1.06+3.l5i^.2740.3140.03+0.55 - 20.16 
"X*- 20.16 
N-»«X* 
Vl^Sito.ie 
-^/WT 
""/C *^  ^ .1258 
• 35 
- 87 . 
(Tabl* •d.l) 
Chi Square test 
SELF EXPRESSIOti ORIENTED JOBS 
High Job preference Score "16 
Low Job preference Score * 8 
High Job orientation Score •14 
Low Job orientation Score «• 7 
C/P Hloh 
High obf«12 
£:f.«(5«54} 
Low ObfoaJ 
Ef.*(5.20) 
Average obf«12 
Low 
7 
(7.04) 
9 
(6.55} 
18 
Averaoe 
10 
(16«3) 
15 
(15.23) 
54 
(47.4) 
Total 
29 
27 
84 
Total 27 34 79 140 
X^« 7.3Sf.0U.77-f,84+»91+.03-«-.5U.23-»-.91 - 11.56 
X^m 11.56 
"= "/lis = •/ •""" 
C • . 2 1 
• 88 * 
(T«bl« .3.1) 
EXTRlKSIC»RiaiARrM3RISKTED JOBS 
High Job preference Score •30 
Low Job preference score «19 
High Job Orientation Score «31 
Low Job Orientation Score -l? 
C/P 
High 
X<OW 
Average 
Total 
High 
obf «iO 
Ef. ii(6.2} 
Obf »2 
Ef. »(3.1} 
obf.-19 
Ef. •(21.7) 
31 
Low 
3 
(5.4) 
5 
(2.7) 
19 
(18.9) 
27 
nVI?* S^w 
15 
(16.4} 
7 
(8.2} 
60 
(57.4) 
82 
Hotal 
28 
14 
98 
140 
^C|=|«I)^ (7g?|?)^ C19||1^)^ (|?-|8t?)» (|^>|7t4)' 
X^- 2.32*.88*,ll-»-.39+1.95*.17-l-.33+5.29+.ll • 11 .5 
X^m 11.55 
/ N » x2 V 140-m.55 
^ - / ibfls ^ - / •076212 
C • .27 
• 89 • 
APPgUDPUV 
(T«bl9 3«2) 
f 
Total Sj, • (^^4- ^*^^4- ^ J * ^ 1 * isx^ia^^lai^ 
»^tXy* ^2^ ^^* ^ ^ » ^ g » ^ ^ » ^ » tXg)^ 
Total SS • (5731<f3€324^ie&f-2644M05'»-468l4>S8S6^36r7} 
40 
•- 34458*33466.22 
Total SS- 991.78 
Among s' • (3^ ^^ ) ^ » (J^g) ^ f (tk^) ^ » (tx^) K (l6tg) ^ » (^g) ^ » ( ^ ^» (^) ^ 
Kj Xj Xj X^ Xj^ Xg X^ Xg 
- 33466.22 
Among SS - (J^)^(i|2)^+(JL^)^*(1|R^+(1|2)^^(1|1) ^ •Cl|a)^*<l|i)' 
• 33466.22 
» 5445-(>3484 .S-f3920-l'3125^3864t2'M560 . 24-5780 
•«-3645»a3466.22 
m 33824.2^33466.22 
• 357.98 
Within 33 • Total Ss - Araong ss 
99i.78-357.98««33.e0 
Within s*» • 633.80 
- 90 • 
Soure* of Variation Sum of Square 6f• M«an Square 
Treatment 357.98 7 51.44 
Within Treatment 633.60 32 19.80 
Total 991,78 39 
For the I Comparison 
A • CSfil>^ + (595) ^  -33466.22 
20 20 
15792.2 + 17701.25 - 33466.22 
33493.45 - 33466.22 
• 27.23 
For the I I CoiBi^ariaon 
a - (587) ^»(570)^ - 33466.22 
^ " 20 W 
• 17228,45 • 16245-33466,22 
- 7 .23 
For the I I I CoB^arison 
g ^ ^^^^^•''^Si^^^* 33466.22 
• 18849.8 -¥ 14742.45 - 33466.22 
m 126,03 
2.58 
• 91 -
Two viay Tabl« £or A & B 
h 
Aj 297 
Aj 290 
i . 587 
Two way Tabl* 
=1 
Aj 305 
Ajj 309 
£ ei4 
Two way Table 
= » 
for 
for 
A 
B 
h 
265 
305 
570 
& C 
=? 
257 
386 
543 
& C 
^2 
1 
562 
59S 
1157 
t 
562 
595 
1157 
£ 
B^ 304 283 587 
Bj 310 260 570 
614 543 1157 
A X B . C(297^305? > (265^290)J ^^ ^02=^5^32 
40 
- |222 , 55.22 
• 92 • 
^ ^ c , Di05t2§SLjiJLmta22>3' 
40 
A X C S^ll • W J ^ 
A X oJ'll'^  - 15.62 
40 
-CS||=523P^ • 21.02 
40 
A X B X C » 357.96 •252.35 
« 105.63 
* 93 • 
( T^l« 3.5 ) 
Total s s m (UL^^ ix^* ^3'*- tx^* ^ - t - ^^* ^* ^ ) 
• {tx^* tk^* ^2^ ^4* ^5'*' e^"*" ^ 7 ^ ^ ^ 
N 
Total SS • (570-f99Ulie94>3624-i039'»^il-t>15464647) 
2 > (S2^63»75^2»8i4gS494>»61) 
• 7455 - ^ 
2 
Total SS • 745S-^38»22 « 616.78 
ftTT10V)| 
Aiiai^4« SS - {fU^)K {iiu)K (S^-)** < ^ j ' + ( ^ - ) * * itxJi^ 
"l 2 " 2 3 "3 "4 **5 ^e 
*^^l£ * ^^^ - 68e38.22 
Among SS • <|i>** ^^>^^ W^* 4^^ ^^ '*' W * * (^)^* (Si)^+(M>^ 
• 6838.22 
,, » 540.8-f793»8-M12.54-3S2*8^1312.2^845'M411.2-«-744,2 
• 6838,22 
,, m 7125.6838.22 
11 ** 286•78 
Within SS • Total SS.Araong SS 
0 » 
m 616«78«»28A«78 •> 330 
00 • 330 
• 94 • 
Table 
Soure« of V a r i a t i o n Sum of Squaraa df • M«an Squara F 
Treatmant 286.78 7 40 .83 
3*96 
Within Traataiant 330 32 i 0 . 3 1 
Tota l 61<«79 39 
For t h e I Coatpariaon 
A - (2?2)? (291) ^ (52i; 
« 2691.2 •(- 4234.05 - 6838.22 
• 6925.25 • 6838.22 « 87 .03 
3 (261)? (262)^ (123) 20 T o * 40 
« 3406.05 -I- 3432.2 • 6838.22 
• 6838.25 * 6838.22 « . 03 
f9f %^ m gffWff^ tffff 
r - (122>i (??1) (512) 
« 4263.2 •»> 2668U05 • 6838.22 
• 6931.25 • 6838.22 • 93 .03 
• 95 • 
Ti#o iray Tabl* f o r A & B 
h !a. 
Aj 115 117 23a 
Aj 146 145 291 
1 261 
Two way Table for A & C 
^l 
262 
<=2 
523 
t 
Aj 127 105 232 
K. 16S 126 291 
1 292 231 523 
Two way Tabl# for B & C 
s s i_ 
m^ 133 128 261 
B^ i59 103 262 
t 292 231 923 
40 
- 96 -
2 
^ • •SIS 
" 282 *• 7*225 
• J 5 — 
A X B X C • 286«78-252«56 » 34.22 
09 
04 
Total s& m {tag^ ii^ <f iJ^ ^ 4 - ^^ 4> ^ f • ii^ <»> ia^) 
Total as • (3»2&^2$2i<t>23344^24'r94^3SS74-2i494^7944^362S) 
• 2467t * - ^ ^ ^ 
• 24i7t - ^ 2 ^ 1 i > 
»* •» 2^79 • 2342S.6 
^^  C^)^^ (^j)^-!^ Cix.)^* (iiu>*4C^)*4.(i%)* 
J'wiil^nHifif I&H9 *^ ^^^WOTK ^MHI^^F^" ^^••rfC ^^ ^^ ^^ V ^^^^^C ^^ ^^ ^^ F 
*i **a ^3 "^ i "s "^  
« UM>^* (iii>^4>(iei)^4>(i09)^»(i37)^4>(ieo)^4>cia6>^4.(iiii 
, ^ . 1 ^ .m^gm^ ^m^ ^m^ mm^ ,mm^ ^m^ ^ 4 | W 
- 334^*« 
00 m M99«a4'2464«2-^2247»24>2376*2'f3793«»l-200IN^3«99«t 
<f 3Sa^»e • 23425 •• 
,« m 23777•« » 2342S.4 - 3S2 
J^ Dsion9 SS •* 3S2 
within «s • Total as « Aniong ss 
f « «• 12S3»4 « 1^2 « 901,4 
WliMn j|& •• 961.4 
soure« of v«rlati5ii 
Trmmttmnt 
Within Tr««tn«nt 
Total 
Sl9 ,^1rh«, I ,C^&iJlF4f9H 
Sum of Squarcfi 
3S2 
901«4 
12S3.4 
4f. 
7 
32 
39 
M»«n Square 
50,28 
28«16 
F 
un 
(462) 2* <W6>'« (968)* A . (i§2> • (y)6) 
•» 10672.2 4 12801,8 • 23425.6 
« 48 .4 
) S -^iSi^ • (ji8 )^ - (ass 
• 11712.8'l>11712«8»23425.6 
m 2345.6<-2342S.6 « 8 f 
^9K %^ I P 
- ( l is) • (152> • (968)^ 
" f 8 * I S * 40 
« 13261.25 -t- 10260.45 » 23425.6 
» 96.1 
• 99 • 
Two way Tabl« for A tk 3 
h 
Aj 247 
Aj 237 
1 484 
Two way Tabl« for 
s 
A^ 242 
Aj 273 
1 515 
Two way T«bl« for 
^1 
n^ 273 
°2 ^^ ^ 
1 Itil^ 
A & C 
B & C 
4 X B . ^CW+?69>.<2|'K2?7)^ * 
^2 
21S 
269 
484 
^2 
220 
233 
453 
s 
211 
242 
453 
1 
462 
506 
968 
i. 
462 
506 
968 
tt 
484 
484 
'  oafi 
A X B • 4J|fi • 102,4 
• 100 • 
^TSj^ • Sis 24 
till 
40 
A X B X C • 352 • 346.24 • 5.76 
- iOl • 
(Tabic *3«3) 
*t* Vaiu« (Pc<9l« ori«nt«d joba) 
Job Orltif tion 
X^ •• I8« d^ Zd« 
3S • 31 07 049 
18 • 31 13 169 
37 • 31 06 036 
37 - 31 06 036 
35 • 31 04 016 
33 • 31 02 004 
26 - 31 03 009 
31 • 31 90 000 
34 -> 31 03 009 
14 - 31 17 289 
24 • 31 07 049 
27 • 31 04 016 
28 • 31 03 009 
39 * 31 08 064 
21 • 31 10 100 
33 • 31 02 004 
41 - n 10 100 
30 • 31 01 001 
31 • 31 00 000 
35 • 31 04 16 
1 ^ Jo^ 9yl^ti1?f^^9i 
^ . -J i !i' 
2 6 - 2 7 i 01 
19 • 27 8 64 
29 • 27 2 04 
3 5 - 2 7 8 64 
2 3 - 2 7 4 16 
3 0 - 2 7 3 09 
2 3 - 2 7 4 16 
2 0 - 2 7 7 49 
2 7 - 2 7 0 00 
2 5 - 2 7 2 04 
2 6 - 2 7 1 01 
3 2 - 2 7 5 25 
3 4 - 2 7 7 49 
3 6 - 2 7 9 81 
2 3 - 2 7 4 16 
2 4 - 2 7 a 09 
2 5 - 2 7 2 04 
2 6 - 2 7 1 01 
3 0 - 2 7 3 09 
3 0 - 2 7 3 09 
X • 614 ^** 976 X « 543 ^2^431 
• 102 • 
"i • I • |§* • 30.70 (31) "a" § " ^  " *''•*' 
High Job oriwntaticm Low Job orientation 
'I 
31 m^  • 27 
- / 37.02 
COM!)* S . D . • 6.08 
S.M. • Conb, S.D. / S S 
"l °2 
s . M , » g . o a / ga^io • 6 . 0 8 / - ^ 
8*M. « 6 .08y«01 • 6.08 x .31 • 1.88 
S.Ed* * l . M 
*• ^ - b b -»•" 
t • a.12 Stgni f lemt at .OS Ivral 
• 103 • 
{T)ibl« 3 .4) 
*t* V«lu« (P«09»l«<H9rlMit«d jobs) 
Gccnip I & IZ 
H.Z. •*- H.E. * H . J . group v / s HZ. -f H.B. •¥ L . J . grcmp 
Groiw I 
X- m. 
38 • 33 
18 . 33 
37 • 33 
37 • 33 
3S • 33 
L 
5 
-14 
4 
4 
2 
^ 
25 
-196 
16 
16 
4 
^^m 257 
h^ i. 
26 • 26 
19 • 26 
29 - 26 
35 • 26 
23 - 26 
h fa 
0 0 
-7 -49 
3 f 
9 81 
3 -9 
i^« 144 
H.+ttj—2 
Cowb. S.D. • / ?57»148 .y^i|i • /50.62 
Comb. S.D. - 7 . 1 
S.Ed. • Comb. s . D . y n '^»H2 ^ ^ ^ / 12 
" l ' » 2 
- l.l/AO 
S.E4. » 7 .1 X .63 • 4 .47 
S.E4. « 4 .47 
t <• 1.56 Znaignif l eant 
• 104 • 
OrouiP Z & III 
H.L • H.E. • H.J, grouf v/a H.I, • L.E. • H.J. group 
Orouo 
^ * 
m. • : 
z 
257 
33 
SJBSiB 
^^ 2 * 
33 -
28 • 
31 •» 
34 -
19 -
j[|2 
i 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
mmJBL 
5 
0 
3 
6 
•9 
t 
^ 
25 
0 
9 
36 
• 8 1 
4^ • 151 
»j • iu» 2 
coiiib. s.D. . / |Sf7|;?| - / l ^ • / s i -7.14 
C^amb. S«D. « 7*14 
S.Ed . • COBib. S . D . / "^l "*• "2 
" 1 * 2 
i.Ed. • "'•i*/il - • 63 
S.Ed. » 7 .14 X . 63 • 4 .49 
t - 2 L ^ - ^ -i;j5r - 1 . " 
t • 1.11 Zns lgn l f l eant 
- 105 • 
Group Z & ZV 
H»X. • H.E, •*• H.J. group V/s K,Z* -f L«I» -f L.J. Oroup 
tdj • 257 ft. ^ fa ^ 2 
n^ • 33 30 • 35 5 25 
23 • le •a 4 
20 • 25 *5 25 
27-25 2 4 
25-25 0 0 
^5-58 
Cortb. S.D. - / ^ • ^^ 
' * l* l l^-2 
Coaib, S.D. - j ^ ?57»S8 - / ^ • / 3 f . 3 7 «^ 6.27 
S.Edi. « €«27 X .63 • 3.95 
t « 2.02 lns i9i i f ie«Rt 
- 106 • 
Gzxnqi Z & V 
H*Z. * H»E» 4> H«J, gtxnap V/a L.Z* 4* H.E* 4> H , J . gxoup 
§x:f?iR.J 
£«| - 257 
ra^ • 33 
Grou» V 
X. 
24 
27 
28 
39 
21 
. i 
• 28 
• 28 
- 28 
• 28 
• 38 
iz 
•4 
-1 
0 
11 
-7 
^ 
•16 
«01 
0 
121 
«49 
COBb. S.D. • / S j T ^ J 
^l+n "^ 
Coirib. S.D, • / 257»177 « / 434 
OoRib, S*0, « 7*36 
S«ca« • 7,36 X .63 « 4 .63 
S«Ed, • 4*63 
i « * • 177 
54.25 
t • 1.07 Inai^itlemnt 
• 107 -
H«Z« • H.L.-f H«J« gxoup V/s L.Z. • H»E« •»• L«J. group 
tal m 527 
m^ » 33 
••Jit « • • • • 
26 •» 30 
32 • 30 
3 4 - 3 0 
36 • 30 
23 • 30 
- 4 
2 
4 
6 
- 7 
: n r l 
4 
16 
36 
-49 
iSj * 2^^  
Coa^« 3«D. « 9 
S.Ed« » 9 X .63 - 5.67 
t « .52 Insignificftnt 
• 108 . 
Qxtmp IC & VZX 
H»Z.-^H«E,-«-H,J« group Vs L.Z.-fL.E.-Hi.J. group 
SMSSmSSmmmmmm 
tdl m 257 
HL • 33 
±1 
f2 2l 
33 • 34 
41 • 34 
30 • 34 
31 - 34 
35 > 34 
!a 
-1 
7 
>4 
-3 
1 
^ 
^ 
* 1 
49 
-16 
• 9 
1 
« 76 
COBfc. S.D. •• / i t J * ^ 
"/ ^ " / •^•fiS - 6,45 
Comb. S«D, « 6.45 
S.Ed* «• 6*45 X 463 • 4*06 
t •• 0*24 i n a i ^ i f l e a n t 
* 109 • 
Group I & VIXI 
H,Z«44i«E.-«4{,<7« group Vs L«Z*-fL«E«<fL«J« group 
t^l m 527 
33 
24 • 27 
25 - 27 
26 - 27 
30 - 27 
30 - 27 
•3 
-2 
*1 
3 
3 
< 
•9 
•4 
•1 
9 
9 
« 32 
coiiib. s.D, • / ga| + ^ 1 
Cowb. S.D, . / S S i - / ^ - / 69.87 - 8.3S 
Conib. S,D« m 8 ,35 
S«Ed, « e .3S X ,63 • 5 .26 
t • 1*13 Znsignif leant 
• 110 • 
9f9¥g l?f 9gff¥F y^l 
td^ » 148 €d^ • ISl 
'*14«j -2 
CoBb. S.D. « / JLI§|lii » / a i a • / 37,37 • 6.11 
conb S.D, * 6*11 
S,td. • 6.11 3C ,63 m 3«85 
* - ISP - ITil— - •" 
t <• cSl Irmignlii&mt 
Group ZZ audi ZV 
H.Z«'fH«£«4>L*J« gtxmp Vs H«Z«'*'L«E«4'L*J« group 
Group llf 
^ \ m 148 
Cosd>« s^ D^ ^ 
COBib, S . D , ./in l-*^ 
Grouo ZV 
t^m SB 
- / j ^  / 2 5 . 7 5 • 5 .07 
Coodb. S,D. « $»07 
S . M . • S.07 X ,63 m 3 .19 
t • .31 Znsignifleant 
• 112 • 
Qtxmp XX and Grovtp v 
H*X*-«4{.E«-9'L,J* group Vm L.X.-i-H.e.-fH.J, group 
9mw U 
1t&\ m 148 t^l m 177 
Ma * 26 Mm * 28 
«omb. S.D. " / ^ 
Conb, S«D, • / 4 0 « S 2 • 6 .37 
S*E<|» » 6 .37 X .63 « 4*01 
t • A d^ Xnsignifiewnt 
• 113 • 
Orovq^ XI and group VZ 
H.X«-M1,E«<i-L.J« group Vs L»Z«-Hi«E*-l-L«J« group 
iift^ « 148 ^ " ^^ ^ 
nij « 26 nu •> 30 
COBII>* S»D« • 
'*1 2*^ 
Co«b. S,D. • / l i | £ U l - / ^ - / 3 3 . « a - 5.W 
Coffit). S«D» w S»79 
S.Ed. « 5,79 X .63 - 3.65 
* - ^ - ^ - ^ - ^ ^ 
t « 1.09 Xnsigittfleant 
* 114 • 
Group XX «nd gttmp VXX 
H«I,<«>H,£*'fL«J« group Vs L»X«<i-L*B«<Hi,J« group 
Qf9^P ?I Group VIX 
ia^ • 148 ik'^m u 
Mj • 26 Bij « 34 
Comb. S.D, • / £ f l | •» ^g^ 
C0«ib. S.D. - / l y ? ^ • / ^ i -^ / 
Coiiib. 3-4}. • S.29 
S.Sa. « 5.29 X .63 m 3.33 
t » 2,40 
Significant «t .05 l«voI 
28 m S«29 
• lis . 
Gcmtp ZX and group VZXZ 
H«Z«'>^ H«E.<*'L»J« group Vs L«Z.'fL»B«'fL«J* group 
<ffrf^ P I^ Oroya VZZZ 
^ f - 148 £a^ « 32 
mj • 26 m^ • 27 
-/1^ 131 -/ip - / CoBib. S.D. - / 148i|2 « / M& • / 22.50 - 4.74 
Conb. S.D. » 4,74 
S.Ed. * 4.74 X .63 • 2.98 
t « .33 Znsl^piif leant 
• 116 • 
Grottp ZZX (mA group XV 
H»Z«'^ X#«E«<Hi«J. grouqp Vm H.I.^L.EA-fL.J* group 
QrouB I I I 
^ ? -
m . <• 
CoiiA>» 
Conft)* 
ISl 
26 
S.D. 
V 
Qnmft,.£i^  
^ ^ 
*2 -
' /miss, -y 
« se 
25 
^ jM2 /WL - /t%Iu " 5.11 
Conib, S»0. • $» l l 
S.Ed. » S . l l X . e s • 3.21 
t <• •93 ZnaignifieaBt 
• 117 -
Grotxp ZZX «nd Ogoi^sp V 
G¥<m» W 
1^ 1 « ISl 
m. • a® 
Contott ^cO* 
• / 
°1*"2" 
imm^J, 
^J • 177 
• j - 2 8 
comb. S.D. - / | g | t m - / ^ - / ^ - «.*0 
S.Ed* « 6.40 X .63 • 4,03 
lnslgnlflc«Bt 
• 118 • 
Group ZZZ and Orot9 VZ 
Hmim-¥L,^»^M,J, group V8 L«z«-m*E«-fi.*J, group 
^t9m m. 
^l m 151 
n . m 28 
,§IS>^?»,YI 
£i^ • 121 
B|j •» 30 
COBlb. S.D. • / £ ^ • £ ^ 
«i^«2^ 
Co«ib. S.D. « / l i ] | | 2 i - / I p - / 34 • 5.8 
Conb« S«D* •) S»8 
S.Ed, m 5 .8 X . 6 3 m 3.67 
t •'54 Znsignlfleant 
• il9 • 
Group ZXI «nd group VZZ 
H.Z«4L.E*'»'H«J, group Vs L.Z«<*>L.S«4ll»jr* group 
^ « 15i i l i j - 76 
m^  * 28 aij * '^ 
Cortb. S.D. • / iSl476 • fm m JIf 28.37 - 5.32 
Coed). i .O. • 5.32 
S , l« . » S.32 X .63 • 3.35 
Znsigniflesnt 
- l20 • 
Oxoyp IXX wotA group V2ZX 
H,Z.4>L«E««*-H,J« (grrcmp Vs t«Z«4-L»B,-fL«J» group 
9JS9^ ; 2 I 
^J - iSl 
n^ « 28 
C^n^, S«D»i 
COOto* S«D* 
Ila402*<*2 
- /m±l2 
S^WB VZIl 
^ ^ • 32 
1 1 2 - 2 7 
- /lia . / l | i - / 2 2 . 8 7 « 4.7S 
Comft}. S«D» » 4»78 
S*Sd. « 4, '!^ X •eS •> 3*01 
t 0.33 
Insignificant 
• 121 • 
Grov^ XV and group V 
H.X«<fL«E«'l-L,J« group Vs L^Z.'i-H.E.-Hi.J. group 
td^ » 58 J ^ • 1T7 
«! « 25 a . ' ^ 
./^f7S|" 
« i *»2^ 
COBftj, S.D, - / l i j m - / Mji " / 29.37 • 5.41 
Oon^. S.D. <• 5*41 
S.Eil. » 5.41 X .63 « 3.41 
t • mm^ m . | - | | - » . 8 7 
ZnsignifieaQt 
« 122 • 
Group XV1 and group vi 
HZ«4>t»£*-fL*J. group Vs L,l«<i^ «B.<fL«J group 
JV Q^^^ V^ 
£a^ - S8 ^ ^ » 121 
m^ « 25 m^ « W 
Comb. S.D, m / £^2 ^  ^ 2 
»1 • «2 -2 
Coiab, S.D. - / S8^121 • / 179 - /ll.%l • 4.72 
^ 8 / -J* / 
Corib. S.D. m 4 .72 
S.Ed. • 4 .72 X . 6 3 « 2*97 
t •> 1.68 I n s i g n i f i c a n t 
* 123 • 
Oxoitp XV and qxo^ VII 
H«z«<fl;.«e«4i;.»J« 9xoup v« L»X*4>L«s.-fH,J* group 
«^i?sffi ly 
€ d | • S8 
» ! •> 2S 
Ccsnb« S , 0 , 
• / 
9E9W, yn 
^ « 76 
iq^ • 34 
3^ 
COB^ . S.D. • / S8t76 • / l i t • /^^^ • ••0» 
Co«A>« S«0« « 4*09 
S,«A. m 4*09 X . a • 2«57 
* " ^ " 1?S7 
t • 3.SO Significant 
- 124 • 
6 r o i ^ ZV and gso^ VIZX 
}i,Z»4>L«C*'fL,«7* gxoup Vs L*X*4-L.E.-«-L«J» group 
Qrmxt> IV OrouD VIII 
^ 1 • S8 & | » 32 
« j - 25 «2 - 27 
CoRto. S.D. - /5»»32 • / j » • /lU2% • 2.35 
Conb, S«D, » 3*35 
S.Ed, •• 3.35 X .63 <• 2«11 
t • 0*94 ZnslgnifieauRt 
• 125 • 
Gxoiq» V and group VZ 
L*Z.4>«H«E«4ti.J* group Vs X.,Z.<fH,E«'fL»J« group 
Groua V 
^ J - 177 
•j^ » 28 
GrouB VX 
Ul m 121 
a, • 30 
Coot), S.D, • / ^ 2 ^ £ j2 
n^Tap 
Co«to. s.D. . / iniUi - / S -^ /S7.25 - «.10 
Coeda, S*D« • 6.10 
S,Ed. • • •10 X , 6 3 * 3,84 
t « ,S2 
Znaignlfieant 
• 126 • 
Group V and gjxmp vxs 
L.Z«4-H«E.'t-H«J« g r o u p Vm l..X«<«'L«E«4H.J« gtOVSp 
(kcovm 
t^l m 
»« • 
V 
177 
38 
SmSEL 
Mj •> 
V I I 
76 
34 
CO0d9» S * 0 , m 
n^-Hij-a 
Coob* S«D, 62 
S.£tf. m 5,62 X .63 • 3.S4 
t • 1.69 
Zn«i9nifie«Bt 
- 127 -
Grenip V aid groa|> Ylll 
Siss^.y 
^l m 177 
m. • 36 
i d | • 32 
- J . 2 7 
Con*. S.0,« / a i j T S j 
Co«b, S.D. • / I S S o i - / S • /2««12 • 5»11 
C^ffiRb, SU-D, « S » l l 
S.Ed, m S . l l X .tfS • 3.21 
t • . l l Inslgnifleant 
* 126 • 
Group VZ ma& group VIZ 
L«Z«<f H«E.4 L«J. g x o i ^ Va hmtm* L«E. ••• H«J* gsoup 
[^fmt..YI 
id^ m 131 
ai^  • 30 
Con^« S«0« 
Cwdbm S»P« 
- / 
- / . 
iaj • 
"I'^a 
Mf!i 
U\ 
5r" 
• 
9SS3B^WL 
^ 2 • 76 
a i j - 3 4 
/ m •9 I» 
OOBdO, S«D, m 4 . 9 6 
S.Ed, • i . 9 6 X . 6 3 • 3 . 1 2 
t m - ^ H • ^ 2 . 1,28 
t a 1*28 ZnsignificttQt 
- 119 -
Qroufi V2 and gtoup VlIX 
Grovu» VZ 
^ J • 121 
•j^ • 30 
OrouD VZZZ 
^ • 32 
-3-27 
CoMb, S.D. t. / ^ *^2 
Coato. S.D. - / m ^ - / 1 | 2 • / W.12 - 4.37 
CoirtJ. S.D. • 4,37 
S.Sd. • 4,37 X ,63 « 2*7S 
* - - ^ - i;: fe- - *•«>* 
t <• i«09 Znsl^l€le«nt 
• 130 • 
Qreiip VZZ and gfoi9 VIXZ 
ffwfflf v^^ q«w» VIII 
i i j • 7« ^ • 32 
«« • 34 »« • 27 
Co«i9. S.D, • / ^ • ' ^ 
ni^SJ^-
Gonib. s»D« • 3««7 
S.M. • 3««7 X .63 • 3.31 
* . 3f>|7 , i J L • 3 01 
t • 3*03 8igiiifie«tit 
- tn -
H i ^ ine«»Mi group V« low ineonm 91019 
sLuLtt 
X m^ 
&2 -
13 -
08 • 
07 -
12 -
20 . 
19 • 
OS • 
06 • 
13 -
17 -
19 • 
09 • 
13 -
17 • 
06 • 
09 • 
fta 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
*i 
0 
1 
^ 
•s 
0 
0 
7 
•7 
•6 
1 
S 
7 
«3 
1 
S 
•6 
•3 
•1 
00 
01 
•16 
•2S 
00 
64 
49 
•49 
•36 
01 
29 
49 
•09 
01 
25 
•36 
•09 
Iu2 
X 
18 
13 
19 
17 
14 
20 
11 
10 
13 
11 
11 
21 
10 
20 
22 
21 
12 
• 
<• 
-
-
-
-
-
«» 
• 
•» 
•» 
a» 
• 
•» 
-
«• 
» 
,• 
• • 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
IS 
15 
15 
li 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
IS 
*2 
3 
•2 
4 
2 
•1 
5 
•4 
•5 
•2 
•4 
•4 
**o 
•5 
5 
7 
6 
•3 
*l 
9 
•4 
16 
4 
•1 
25 
-16 
•25 
4 
16 
16 
36 
25 
25 
49 
36 
09 
08 • 12 «-4 »l€ 
09 - 12 • ) «09 
10 • 12 ^2 -Oi 
122 • 
10 • IS 
09 <• IS 
09 • 15 
•S 
•6 
•« 
2S 
36 
36 
Xja232 2i^>114 X2>291 £il | • 413 
• i " »»•«» -a • " • " 
n« " I S m* * ^' 
id^ • 114 ^ * • 413 
n^ • 12 Bu » IS 
Cortb. S.D. « / ^ " / l 4 « 6 5 • 3««2 
Conb. S,D. 3.82 
3.E«. • Coirit». s . © . / HJ+OJ • 3 , « 2 / 4a. / i r»2o 
• ' • * ' / d f t - ' 3 . 8 2 / . 10 • 3«82 X .31 - 1.18 
S.Ea. • 1,18 
t - I i ^ - - 4 ^ --ifit -3.S4 
t •* 2.S4 SignifiewEit 
• 193 • 
Miq^ job orlmntatiCHti group Vs low job orientation group 
^ 2 
la • iS 
13 * IS 
08 • IS 
Ot . IS 
12 • IS 
17 - IS 
19 • IS 
09 - IS 
13 • IS 
17 - IS 
18 • IS 
13 - 13 
19 • IS 
17 - 15 
14 * IS 
11 - IS 
21 • IS 
10 - IS 
20 « IS 
22 - IS 
X^292 
i^ »14««0 
•^ •IS 
•3 
-2 
-7 
•8 
-3 
2 
4 
«€ 
-3 
2 
3 
•02 
4 
2 
-1 
•04 
6 
-S 
S 
7 
•09 
•04 
•49 
•64 
•09 
04 
18 
•36 
•04 
04 
09 
•04 
16 
04 
•01 
•16 
36 
•2S 
2S 
49 
t|«384 
^ m 384 
20 
19 
05 
08 
13 
06 
09 
08 
09 
10 
20-
11 
10 
13 
11 
31 
12 
10 
09 
09 
V» 
• 12 
• 12 
• 12 
• 12 
• 12 
• 12 
• 12 
• 12 
• 12 
• 12 
• 12 
• 12 
• 12 
• 12 
- 12 
• 12 
- 12 
• 12 
• 12 
- 12 
ii 
^ 
7 
•07 
•6 
1 
•6 
-3 
•4 
•3 
•2 
8 
•1 
02 
01 
•1 
9 
0 
•2 
•3 
•3 
•2*»11.SS g-
m^ -12 ^ * 
64 
49 
•49 
•86 
01 
•36 
•09 
-16 
•09 
•06 
64 
•01 
•04 
01 
•01 
81 
00 
•04 
•09 
•09 
^4-447 
• 134 • 
^ 1 • 384 ^ • 447 
• ^ «• IS Bj » 12 
Cemlb. S.D. "/t&l • fa^ • ^^384^47 « / | 3 1 m ^ ^ 
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